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Abstract. Business modeling methods most often model an organization’s
value provision to its customers followed by the necessary activities and
structure to deliver this value. These activities and structure are seen as
infinitely malleable; they can be specified and engineered at will. This is hardly
in line with what even laymen can observe of organizations, that they are not
easy to change and that their behavior often is not directly centered on
providing value to customers. Homeostasis is an almost century old model that
was developed in the field of physiology to explain how living beings survive
by maintaining the constancy of their internal states. Homeostasis helps to
explain both the inability of organizations to provide maximum value to their
customers and their reluctance to change. From this point of view, resistance to
change is not something to fight or to ignore but an essential force behind
organizational behavior that can either enable or defeat new business models.
Keywords: Business Models, Business Modeling, Survival, Systems, Identity,
Homeostasis, Entropy, Negentropy.

1 Introduction
Business modeling refers to the description of organizations for the purpose of
understanding their informational needs. The premise of business modeling is that IT
needs to support the organization and it is therefore crucial to fully understand it [20].
Business modeling often begins by modeling the business processes of the
organization and proceeds down the hierarchy to the way these processes are
supported by the IT. In this view, business modeling provides a description, as
complete as possible, of some part of the organization that needs IT support.
Business modeling also refers to the modeling of organizational strategy through
initiatives such as Service Science [22] and frameworks such as e3value [7] and the
Business Model Ontology [13]. A business model in these latter frameworks
describes how a company provides and captures value [13]. In this paper we show
that the concept of homeostasis is applicable to both business models and business
modeling. Business models describe the interactions of the organization with its
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environment whereas business modeling enables to describe how these interactions
are implemented within the organization. Likewise, homeostasis describes how an
organization maintains internal constant states in order to become independent of
environmental perturbations.
Homeostasis was developed in the field of physiology by Walter Cannon [2] to
describe the survival of humans and animals in a changing environment. Homeostasis
served as the basis for the development of cybernetics by Wiener and Rosenblueth
[4]. Cybernetics, or the theory of control, is at the heart of all modern management
theories and therefore of business models and business modeling. However, as
explained by Weinberg and Weinberg [24] cybernetics is a less general principle than
homeostasis. Cybernetics popularized the concepts of feedback, goal and aim,
whereas homeostasis provides a much more general perspective about maintaining
constancy.
Homeostasis, for example, explains organizational behavior better than current
business modeling frameworks. All these frameworks tell us that a business model
describes how value is delivered to customers and how it is captured by the
organization. This focus on value does not explain the small print in contracts that by
and large protects the organization more than it protects the customer. The escalating
measures taken by organizations against customers who fail to pay their bills remain
unexplained too. These aspects can be explained by the simple fact that an
organization has to survive before it can provide value to its customers. Homeostasis
explains these aspects by showing that the constancy of the internal states is
paramount to every surviving organization. Organizations will take escalating
measures to maintain this constancy, even at the risk of reducing the value they
provide to customers.
Hence, returning to the roots of cybernetics, i.e. homeostasis and the maintenance
of constancy, we can point to aspects of business models and business modeling that
need to be researched in the future.
In Section 2 we describe some related work on business models and business
modeling. In Section 3 we explain the concept of homeostasis and the related
concepts of identity and internal environment. In Section 4 we formulate some
suggestions for applying homeostasis to business models and business modeling. We
summarize the paper and propose insights into future research in Section 5.

2 Related Work - An Overview of Business Modeling
Business modeling, enterprise modeling, enterprise architecture and enterprise
engineering are used somewhat interchangeably to mean models of how an
organization functions. Business modeling has emerged from the Information
Technology (IT) practice as a way for IT people to understand the business’s
information needs. One of the early IT frameworks that integrate some aspects of
business is what came to be called the Enterprise Architecture Framework, the
Information Systems Architecture Framework, or more commonly the Zachman
Framework [26]. Zachman’s framework is made of a matrix in which the rows
represent entities and the columns represent questions about these entities (e.g., what,
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how, when, why, where). The two topmost rows of Zachman’s matrix represent the
entities that are important to the business, the actions (processes) that it implements
and the business locations in which it is present.
Sowa and Zachman define a business model as [21]: the “design of the business”
that shows “the business entities and processes and how they interact.” From the
architecture perspective inherent in this framework, a business model is seen as [21]:
“the architect’s drawings that depict the final building from the perspective of the
owner, who will have to live with it in the daily routines of business.”
The Reference Model of Open Distributed Processing is an ISO/IEC standard for
describing organizations, their informational needs and their IT support [9]. It consists
of five viewpoints on the business: Enterprise, information, computational,
engineering and technology [10]. The enterprise viewpoint captures the purpose,
scope and policies of the organization [10].
ArchiMate is a more recent enterprise architecture method, which models business
processes and their support by IT. ArchiMate defines business systems as dynamic
systems. A dynamic system is described by active structure concepts (also called
agents), passive structure concepts (also called patiens) and behavioral concepts [12].
ArchiMate is made of three layers called Business, Application and Technology [12].
The business layer describes business actors and roles performing business processes
that deliver products and services to external customers. The application layer
describes the support provided by software applications to the business layer. The
technology level describes the infrastructure necessary to run the software
applications [12].
The Design & Engineering Methodology for Organizations (DEMO) is a
methodology for literally engineer organizations [5]. Organizations are said to be
“designed and engineered artifacts” much like cars and IT systems but with the
exception that their “active elements are human beings in their role of social
individual or subject.” [5]. In DEMO the essence of the enterprise are transactions
consisting of production acts and coordination acts between the subjects. With
production acts the subjects create the “goods or services delivered to the
environment.” With coordination acts the “subjects enter into and comply with
commitments toward each other regarding performance of P-acts Examples of C- acts
are “request,” “promise,” and “decline.”” [5].
Methods for defining business models include e3value and the Business Model
Ontology.
e3value focuses on the exchange of value objects between economic actors [7].
The organization is viewed only as a black box. e3value has been linked with i*, a
leading Goal Oriented Requirements Engineering method [8]. Value and goal models
are used to show the value activities that contribute to the enterprise goals [8].
The Business Model Ontology, BMO, [13] provides multiple ways of defining
business models. Osterwalder and Pigneur define the concept of business model as
[13]: “the rationale of how an organization creates, delivers and captures value.”
BMO proposes a canvas containing 9 elements: Customer Segments, Value
Propositions, Channels, Customer Relationships, Revenue Streams, Key Resources,
Key Activities, Key Partnerships and Cost Structure [13]. Osterwalder and Pigneur
[13] describe a number of business model patterns and show how they can be
described in the canvas. BMO focuses on the strategy formulation level and doesn’t
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have an architecture component. The execution of the business model stops at the
definition of the key resources and partnerships. More recently, work is underway [6]
to couple BMO and ArchiMate in order to provide a more complete business layer for
ArchiMate and to more finely define the execution of BMO business models.
In business modeling, it is assumed that the structure of the organization is defined
once the value proposition has been defined. In other words, structure follows
strategy. But structure, as Mintzberg et al. put it [11]: “follows strategy like the left
foot follows the right” meaning that it is structure that enables strategy and strategy
that changes the structure. Hence, without a firm structure of some kind, no strategy is
possible. But where does structure comes from and how is it maintained? This is the
subject of the following section.

3 Homeostasis Explained
Cannon coined the term Homeostasis in the 1920s to explain [2]: “how the human
body reacts to disturbance and danger and maintains the stability essential to life.”
Cannon explains in [1] that he chose the term homeo, which means “like” or “similar”
rather than homo, which means “the same” because homeo admits some variation
rather than fixed rigidity. The term stasis is a reference to concept of statics in the
branch of mechanics, where it means “a steady state produced by the action of
forces.” [1]. Cannon, however, preferred the term Homeostasis to Homeostatics so as
to account for the physiological mechanisms that are far more complex than what he
termed “simple mechanics” [1].
Cannon also envisioned that the same mechanisms that the human body uses to
survive in exacting environments might also be applied to the study organizations and
societies. In this section we begin by explaining what we mean by remaining the same
followed by an explanation of hemostasis.
Survival – Remaining Alike
Business models and business modeling are made in order to improve the chances of
an organization’s long-term survival. We have shown elsewhere that for an
organization to exist, it needs to maintain a number of norms (states that remain stable
or constant) for a set of observers [14-19]. A company such as Compaq, for example,
existed for some 20 years (since 1982 until its acquisition by HP in 2002). Compaq
existed because it maintained a number of norms that customers, shareholders,
suppliers, employees, competitors and others could see as identifying the organization
called Compaq. When Compaq was acquired by HP most of its constituent elements,
e.g. people, buildings, machines and even website, continued to exist but were not
organized in a coherent whole that observers could identify and call Compaq. Instead,
most of them were absorbed in a new structure called HP with different relationships
giving them a different meaning for observers.
Drawing an analogy with biological phenomena, we can say that a company that is
being acquired by another is quite similar to a mouse being eaten by a cat. The mouse
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maintains a relatively independent existence and as observers, we can identify it as a
mouse. If it is caught and eaten by a cat, none of its constituent elements have
disappeared, but the relations that they had, which made a whole that we could
identify as a mouse, have been altered so that we cannot see the mouse anymore.
Whether it is a company or a mouse, from this general systems point of view, the
process is the same. An organized entity that can be identified as a whole, having
some integrity, is swallowed by another and cannot be identified as this whole
anymore.
The concept of an open system explains the threats and opportunities posed by the
environment to the organization [14-19]. An open system draws energy from its
environment in order to decrease its entropy. Negative entropy (Negentropy) is a
measure of order. In a world governed by the second law of thermodynamics, any
closed system will move toward positive entropy, i.e. disorder. To maintain order an
open system draws energy from its environment. In terms of our discussion above,
this means that organizations exchange goods, services, ideas and money with their
environment in order to maintain their internal relationships in specific states so that
their stakeholders identify them [14-19]. Organizations, therefore, must establish
relationships with other organizations [14-19]. These relationships are necessary but
also potentially harmful [16]. Compaq, for example, had to have relationships with its
competitors, which opened the door for its acquisition by HP.
To survive as an independent entity, therefore, the organization as much as the
animal, must protect itself from threats to its organized whole. Not all of these threats
come in the form of a cat or a buyout. The organization must protect itself from many
threats, most of which may look benign (consider Amazon’s threat to Barnes and
Noble or Borders in 1995).
The Internal Environment
Cannon’s work was largely based on Bernard’s work [24, 4]. Bernard first defined the
concept of “internal environment” to explain the independence of warm-blooded
animals from environmental influences. Cannon quotes Bernard as saying [1]: "all the
vital mechanisms, however varied they may be, have only one object, that of
preserving constant the conditions of life in the internal environment." For Bernard,
constancy of the conditions of life was made possible by the fact that the “internal
environment comes less into equilibrium with the external cosmic environment” [24].
Weinberg and Weinberg explain that the same principles apply to systems in general.
A company can be analyzed in terms of its internal environment (employees,
machines, materials and other assets) being protected from the external environment
(competitors, regulators, clients, suppliers). As expressed by Weinberg and Weinberg
[24]: “As Bernard observed, this protection is not absolute, but merely makes it less
easy for the internal environment to come into equilibrium with the exterior.”
Cooper [4] quotes Haldane, as saying that: “In another sense, however,
physiological activity is constantly disturbing the internal environment. What is
actually maintained is a dynamic balance between the disturbing and restorative
activities”
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Figure 1. Internal and external environments

Cooper [4] describes this search for constancy of the internal environment and the
responses to disturbances as resulting in disturbances that are kept within narrow
limits through automatic adjustments: “The highly developed living being is an open
system having many relations to its surrounding. [..] Changes in the surroundings
excite reactions in this system, or affect it directly, so that internal disturbances of the
system are produced. Such disturbances are normally kept within narrow limits,
because automatic adjustments within the system are brought into action, and thereby
wide oscillations are prevented and the internal conditions are held fairly constant. “
In Figure 1, we illustrate this relationship between the internal and external
environment. The open system represented as the rectangle in the middle of the figure
has an internal environment that has exchanges with the external environment
Homeostasis and Freedom of Action
Human beings are made of a myriad of single cells, which together form a human
individual with a specific identity. An independent single cell organism, Cannon [2]
notes, usually lives in a water stream and depends completely on this stream of fluid
from which its takes all its food and into which it excretes all its waste. The constancy
of the stream is therefore of extreme importance for this cell. Without this constancy,
the cell will starve or will be clogged by its own waste. The single cell cannot leave
the stream on which it depends and therefore has very limited freedom of action. In a
human body, the same principles apply. Cannon [2] explains that each single cell in
our body is dependent on what he calls the “fluid matrix” for its continued existence.
The fluid matrix is made of the blood and lymph streams. Together these two streams
bring all food and oxygen to each individual cell in our body and remove all its waste.
Cannon [2] further notes that almost all our cells are covered in a dry envelope that
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separates the internal streams in which these cells bathe from the air. The cells that
are not covered in skin, e.g. our eyes and inner parts of our mouths and nose are
bathed in salty water.
The individual existence of the cells in the body and, therefore, the survival of the
body as a whole depend on the ability of the fluid matrix to constantly provide food
and remove waste. The fluid matrix must therefore maintain many constant states,
such as the blood pressure, salinity, calcium and sugar. Whenever one of these states
strays away from its defined constant state, the body takes measures to restore this
state.
This constancy of internal environment enables the body as a whole to become
more independent of its external environment as compared with the single cell.
Whereas the single cell cannot stray outside the stream it lives in, human beings can
wander quite far from streams. They can live in external environments as different as
the arctic or the Sahara. Between the single cell organism and mammals, there are a
variety of organisms that only partially maintain stable internal states. Frogs, for
example, cannot hold water as much as mammals can and therefore cannot move too
far from a stream albeit more than single cell organisms. Similarly, the ability of
mammals to tightly control their body temperature enables them to be active in
external environments and conditions where reptiles become inactive. Whereas
reptiles need external sources of heat or cold, e.g. the sun to warm them up and water
to cool them down, mammals can rely on their internal environment to produce the
necessary heat or to cool the body down.
Within the stream, the single cell organism can move about and do whatever it
likes. In a body, however, an individual cell does not possess the same freedom. As
described by Cannon, in the body, each cell is specialized in a given role and is fixed
in a given location. This specialization and location are crucial for the body to
function as a whole. Cells that specialize and have a fixed location are dependent on
the fluid matrix for the continued existence because they are far removed from the
food source. Hence, the individual cell and the organism are interdependent [2].
The Six Propositions of Homeostasis
Cannon [1] defines six propositions for explaining homeostasis:
“1. In an open system, such as our bodies represent, compounded of unstable
material and subjected continually to disturbing conditions, constancy is in itself
evidence that agencies are acting or ready to act, to maintain this constancy.”
“2. If a state remains steady it does so because any tendency towards change is
automatically met by increased effectiveness of the factor or factors which resist the
change.”
“3. Any factor which operates to maintain a steady state by action in one direction
does not also act at the same point in the opposite direction.”
“4. "Homeostatic agents, antagonistic in one region of the body, may be
cooperative in another region.”
“5. The regulating system which determines a homeostatic state may comprise a
number of cooperating factors brought into action at the same time or successively.”
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“6. When a factor is known which can shift a homeostatic state in one direction it
is reasonable to look for automatic control of that factor, or for a factor or factors
having an opposing effect.”
For Weinberg and Weinberg [24] proposition 1 is a general statement that draws
our attention to the fact that in a changing environment, behind every constant state
there are mechanisms that act against change. It refers to the ubiquity and never
ending nature of regulatory mechanisms. It reminds us that we need to investigate
how each entity we observe is maintained constant.
Proposition 2 according to Weinberg and Weinberg [24] tells us to look for
activities that maintain this constancy, or in Weinberg and Weinberg’s words [24]:
“In the search for the source of constancy, look for activity.” Not only should we look
for activities, but we should also expect increased effectiveness of these activities
when they oppose change.
Propositions 3 and 4 describe mechanisms that are both cooperative and
antagonistic in different regions of the body. This makes us appreciate the complexity
of the mechanisms that the body can bring into effect in order to maintain constancy.
Proposition 5 tells us to look for multiple mechanisms and not stop when we found
only one [24]. A homeostatic system brings together multiple mechanisms, each
having a specific state to maintain constant.
Proposition 6 according [24] and [1] is already contained in the other propositions.
It makes us look for an automatic control of each mechanism [24]. It also draws our
attention to mechanisms that have opposite effects from one another [24]. These are
mechanisms that counter the counter of change. These opposing mechanisms can be
quite confusing. They act against each other in ways that often seem to us to be at
odds or to be inconsistent. Their overall effect, however, is to ensure that the state
controlled by the homeostatic system does not stray outside the narrow limits.
Because homeostasis is such a ubiquitous phenomenon in enduring organizations
and because business modeling is ultimately concerned with creating enduring
organizations, homeostasis has a very large applicability to business modeling. In the
next section we outline some aspects that can be used in future business modeling
methods.

4 Homeostasis for Business Modeling
As we have seen above, Cannon speaks in very general terms about open systems that
are subject to external perturbations and are made of instable components. He takes
the human body only as an example. Hence, Weinberg and Weinberg [24] note that
homeostasis is a very general and useful heuristic device organizations of any kind.
Cannon [2] envisioned that homeostasis should be applicable not only to humans
and animals but also to organizations and societies. He conjectured that organizations
and societies too depend on stable states. In a society, individuals who used to be
generalists (i.e. hunter gatherers, farmers) have, through the industrial revolution,
specialized and thus have become far from the sources of food. To survive, these
specialists that we all are need the constancy of society’s fluid matrix.
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The same can be said of organizations and their employees. Organizations can be
studied as open systems subject to external perturbations and made of unstable
components. An organization survives, as we have seen, if it maintains some states
within narrow limits for an observer. The constancy of these states depends on the
constancy of the internal environment, which in turn depends on narrow limits
enforced on the exchanges with the external environment. To be closer to the business
modeling literature, we will use the terms norms and tolerances proposed in [17] for
the stable states and the narrow limits imposed on them.
We first examine the exchanges with the external environment, and then turn to the
internal environment.

Business Models - Exchanges with the External Environment
As we have seen, a business model is said to describe how a company delivers and
captures value to its customers. Notice, however, that in Cannon’s description of
homeostasis there is no mention of customers but only of disturbances. There is no
implied hierarchy in the relationships between an open system and its external
environment. Analyzing an organization as an open system leads us to generalize the
narrow notion of the exchange of value with customers into the interactions between
the organization and all its stakeholders.
In Figure 2 we illustrate the exchanges between an organization and its
stakeholders. This is a specialization of the model shown in Figure 1. The exchanges
between the organization and its external environment have been in general
superseded with the exchanges between the organization and the standard
stakeholders found in business models.

Figure 2. Internal and external environments in business models
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An organization, seen as an open system, needs a constant exchange with the
stakeholders in its external environment. It needs constant inflow and outflow of
information, energy, money and material. For the internal environment of the
organization to be maintained within tolerance, these exchanges with the external
environment must be kept within tolerance as well. Examples of the control exercised
by organizations to maintain these exchanges within tolerance are abundant all around
us. Warranty statements, sales conditions, contracts and the like all contain rules that
protect the organization and place “narrow limits" on what it accepts to exchange with
customers.
Insuring a revenue stream, for example, drives companies such as banks and
mobile phone operators, to provide better service to customers who bring large
revenues (premium customers). Just providing value to customers is not the main
point. It is rather insuring a steady or steadily increasing revenue stream. Maintaining
a steady revenue stream also explains why it is the organization that usually fixes the
price of the products and services it provides rather than the customer. If companies
were only interested in providing value to customers, they would give their products
and services for free, or they would allow customers to define the price. But because
they need to maintain their internal environment constant in order to provide the
products and services and because this maintenance has a certain cost, they cannot
allow the customer to define the price they want to pay. This is true for all other sales
conditions, not only for the monetary exchange. The same analysis can be made about
the relations of the organization with its suppliers, shareholders and regulators.
Contracts and incoming inspections of material coming from suppliers, for example,
limit what the organization accepts to exchange with suppliers. Lobbying and
participation in trade associations limit the exchanges with regulators.
The tolerances on the exchanges with the stakeholders should not be seen as
having only lower limits (e.g. as when the revenue stream slows down). They also
have upper limits. A company that is subject to a large influx of customers in a very
short time can also feel the threat to its internal environment and take actions to limit
this flow. It may separate between customers that it wants to keep and those that it
does not. Thereby maintaining the states that it deems important (level of quality,
number of employees) unchanged. The value to these unwanted customers may be
described as negative. We see that the homeostatic system does not necessarily
maximize value for a given customer.
It is the internal environment that compensates for changes in the exchanges with
stakeholders that are out of tolerance. For example, customers who don’t pay their
bills on time are outside the tolerance defined by the due date for the payment. The
problem for companies is to make sure that their treasury is sufficient to pay their
employees, suppliers etc. When customers do not pay on time, it can limit the
possibility for the company to pay its own bills. It is the actions of people from inside
the organization that can bring the customers to pay their bills. Therefore, any
business model is dependent on the constancy of the internal environment and the
internal environment is dependent on the constancy of exchanges afforded by the
business model.
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The freedom of action of the organization, its ability to implement new business
models, depends on the constancy of its internal environment in the same way that the
constancy of mammal body enables it to have more freedom of action than reptiles.
In summary, business models should be extended with the following aspects:
• The exchanges with all stakeholders
• The tolerances placed on these exchanges
• The actions the organization is ready to take to enforce these tolerances
• The constancy of the organization’s internal environment and its ability to
support a new business model

Business Modeling – the Internal Environment
The essence of business modeling should be understood as representing the constancy
of internal environment of the organization. This is often done by placing concepts
within a container, as in Figure 3. Unlike the human body, the organization doesn’t
have a real skin that separates the internal and external environment. The skin in
Figure 3 is therefore an analogy for the body’s skin [24]. The skin represents the
protection afforded by the organization to people and objects within its internal
environment. As we have seen above, this protection is not absolute. It simply makes
it less easy for the inside of the organization [24] “to come into equilibrium with the
exterior.” The business rules, terms of use, conditions of sale, contracts internal rules,
business processes and the like that organizations impose on their suppliers, members
and customers are the visible part of the protection offered by this “skin”. They are
designed to protect the inside of the organization from what it considers to be unstable
relationships inside and outside the organization.
The internal environment is made, as described by Cannon, by unstable material.
These are departments, people, machines, buildings and the like. They belong to the
internal environment of the organization just so long as the organization is able to
maintain the constancy of the equivalent of the fluid matrix described by Cannon. In
analogy to the body’s fluid matrix, the organization’s fluid matrix brings all the food
to, and removes all the waste from, its members. Whereas Cannon’s fluid matrix was
made from the blood and lymphatic streams, the organization’s fluid matrix is made
from the flow of information, energy, material and money. If any one of these flows
stops or even slows down below some tolerance level, all other flows will stop too
and the organization will cease to exist. A simple example is a company that cannot
pay its employees, that cannot maintain its machines or buildings or that cannot
remove waste from its manufacturing plant. The result will be a dismemberment of
the company. This can take more or less time depending on how far things have
wandered from the tolerances that allow maintaining the constancy of other flows. If
money is not paid to employees, they will quickly stop all other flows of information,
energy and material. Likewise, if waste is not removed from a manufacturing site, it
will pile up within the company and end the flow of products will eventually stop. It
may very well be that building maintenance and waste removal will take more time to
stop the flow than the lack of salary payment to employees but if action is not taken to
remedy the situation, ultimately the result will be the same.
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Figure 3. The internal environments of departments within an organization
The mechanisms described in Cannon’s propositions, provide ways of
understanding how the necessary constancy of these flows is maintained. If the
situation of the organization doesn’t deteriorate over time it is because the many
activities are undertaken to maintain the constancy of its internal environment. When
the revenue or profit of a company decline below expectations (below tolerance)
many actions will be taken at the same time or successively in order to reduce cost,
increase sales, increase research and development, warn shareholders to lower their
expectations, freeze hiring, renegotiate credit, layoffs etc. Some of these actions may
ignite other actions from other stakeholders, such as strikes and demonstrations by
employees, intervention by political authorities, takeover by competitors and the like.
Each department or group of people within the organization will attempt to
maintain the constancy of its own internal environment. It will likely take all the
activities described by Cannon to defeat a change that is outside the tolerance that its
internal environment relies on. This, in turn, means that some of its activities will not
be aligned with the overall organization’s needs. Remember Cannon’s propositions 3
and 4 that describe activities antagonistic in one area and cooperative in other areas.
This antagonistic and cooperative nature of activities is often confused by observers
as being dysfunctional whereas it may simply be the normal action of a homeostatic
system attempting to maintain constancy. Therefore, total alignment inside or outside
the organization, as sought by Enterprise Architecture methods is not even an
idealized situation but a non-desired situation. Because we want our models to be as
accurate as possible, it is useful to model these homeostatic mechanisms.
This automatic control described in Cannon’s proposition explains, in part, why we
often do not see homeostatic mechanisms. When some state is controlled
automatically, by definition, no conscious control is needed. Hence, most homeostatic
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mechanisms are applied without us even being aware of them. They have been
internalized and made tacit [23]. Often, it is only when they fail that we become
conscious of them, as shown in [25]. Therefore, just like in our bodies, the automatic
compensation afforded by homeostasis makes constancy a given.
Business modeling is often done with some change in mind. We make a model of
the organization as it is today (the as-is model) and the way we want it to be in the
future (the to-be model). Modeling the homeostatic mechanisms can be useful in both
cases. For the as-is model this would explain what makes the organization or some
part of it constant. For the to-be model it would explain how to make it constant. The
transition from the as-is model to the to-be model must take into account the
homeostatic reactions both for and against this change. The obliviousness of
homeostatic systems for the goodness or badness of the constancy they maintain often
results in frustration by change agents. For a homeostatic system, every change is a
threat, not an opportunity. An opportunity is necessarily a change to a state kept
constant by the homeostatic system and is therefore an unwelcome occurrence. In
other words, a homeostatic system does not distinguish right from wrong. It only
maintains some state constant. It doesn’t care whether maintaining this constancy is
good or bad. Weinberg and Weinberg describe this property of homeostatic systems
as [24]: “The same mechanisms that prevent us from being poisoned also prevent us
from being medicated.” The new business model that may be able to save the
company can be effectively diffused by the homeostasis of the internal environment.
Hence, from the point of view of some observer, the homeostatic system’s ability to
maintain constancy in the presence of change sometimes has positive results (as when
it enables the implementation of a new business model) and sometimes negative
results (as when it defeats this implementation).
Mature organizations have specialized departments that deal with each stakeholder
group so as to insure that the exchanges with this group actually keep the exchange
within tolerance.
In summary, business modeling should be extended with the following aspects:
• Identify how the intake from the external environment is distributed in the
internal environment through flows of information, money, energy and
material
• Identify the tolerances on these flows
• Identify how these flows are maintained constant through antagonistic and
cooperative activities
• Add waste removal to business modeling frameworks
• Focus less on monetary exchanges and more on the everyday activities that
maintain constancy
• Take the antagonistic and cooperative actions exhibited in the organization
as attempts to maintain stability
• Identify implicit flows of information and the way they maintain constancy
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5 Conclusions
Business modeling methods take the underlying organization that is supposed to carry
out a new business model for granted. They assume that the organization will either
follow the defined strategy or that it can be engineered to fit the strategy. In essence
they consider that the organization has an infinite capacity to change. This is
overlooking the everyday observation that any organization that has been in existence
for even a few years has built some very strong mechanisms that resist change.
Any surviving organization has adapted to a specific environment. It has built a
dynamic balance between its external environment (customers, regulators, investors,
competitors) and its internal environment. Changing this internal environment to fit a
different external environment is quite difficult. Without taking this aspect into
consideration, the probability of successfully implementing a new business model is
very low. Business modeling must take this into account. Homeostasis is a heuristic
device that provides a plausible explanation to the way organizations resist change in
order to maintain their identity and therefore survive in a changing environment. We
have shown that homeostasis can help both the formulation of Business Models and
business modeling.
Homeostasis draws our attention to the importance of the internal environment, its
constancy and its relationships with the external environment. Cannon's principles,
although not detailed enough, provide a starting point for extending business
modeling methods with modeling constructs that describe this constancy.
Taking homeostasis seriously is to accept inconsistencies rather than seeking
alignment. From a homeostasis perspective inconsistency can be seen as a necessary
mechanism to insure survival.
Modeling homeostasis does not mean that we consider that change is impossible,
only that change is very hard to create and maintain. To institute change, the
homeostatic system first must be neutralized. This is very hard to do without making
the organization fragile.
Weinberg and Weinberg [24] point out that Cannon doesn’t speak of goals and
targets but rather about constancy. A homeostatic system, therefore, has no specific
goal or target. It simply maintains some constancy with whatever number of
mechanisms it can bring to bear. If we want to take homeostasis seriously, being that
it provides such a good explanation of organizational life, we need to overcome our
own homeostatic system and supplant the terms goals, targets, purpose, ends and
means with search for constancy and how it is maintained.
In the business and IT alignment literature, [3] reports about paradoxes where too
much alignment can be counter productive, and where misalignment in the form of
Disagreement, friction, and conflict can lead to better business performance. [3] also
notes that the business and IT alignment research lacks theoretical underpinning. Our
work could serve as a starting point for more theory-based research in both business
modeling and business and IT alignment.
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